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INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL BELONGINGS RIGHTS 

IN E-SHAPE: PREVENTING MECHANISM 

SADHNA TRIVEDI1,PRACHI VERMA2 

 

ABSTRACT 

In contemporary societies, the sharing of knowledge in the public area is challenged 

by using the internet and the protection of information through intellectual belongings 

Rights (IPR). IPR is intertwined with the difficulty of clean on line get right of entry 

to. moreover, on line get entry to valuable knowledge has become a precondition for 

financial fulfillment. internet might be the primary really ‘mass media’ of the arena. 

Slowly we are witnessing the convergence of other varieties of communications 

technologies with the net. As mentioned earlier, the socio political and prison troubles 

which stand up because of introduction of such borderless mass method of verbal 

exchange are incredible and intellectual property issues are best part of them. Courts 

and worldwide groups however, have proven the need to deal with those troubles. 

together with addressing the disputes in courts new varieties of dispute resolution 

mechanisms have been installation to remedy the issues. 

KEY WORDS: Electronic Form, Ipr etc  

INTRODUCTION  

The interface of the intellectual belongings and net has been analyzed with appreciate 

to diverse styles of intellectual assets such as copyright patent and emblems as 

properly. within the present chapter to start with we can remember that what 

quantities to infringement of intellectual property specially in e shape, also we will 

see that if the combating mechanism for such infringement is sufficient in Indian 

scenario in comparison to different countries; we are able to trace the available 
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provisions at global degree which cowl all the sorts of intellectual belongings after 

which we can analyze especially. The cause of this bankruptcy is to observe current 

trends in intellectual assets law and the ways wherein they'll have an effect on the  

diffusion of statistics technology (ITs) in India. analysis and discussion could be 

centered around the boundaries that IPRs may create for the get entry to and use of 

ITs. The chapter additionally addresses the main issues that stand up, in regards to get 

right of entry to  records as such, due to the digitization of facts and the development 

of big laptop networks or “data highways.3” 

ORIGIN OF INFRINGEMENT IN COPYRIGHT LAW 

The concept of copyright is not a new evolution. It is related to the history of man. 

With the introduction of machines in the field of printing and thereby simultaneously 

replacing manual writing, it became a protected right. The first statute is traced as the 

statutes of the University of Paris 1223, which authorized duplication of texts for 

university use only except other purposes. In early times, since religious literature was 

written only and there was no concept of market system in the society for its 

circulation, so there were no problems relating to copying. Later on due to the effect 

of Eight Commandments, "THOU SHALT NOT STEAL” in Europe became the 

moral basis of the protective provisions of the law of copyright. This law did not 

allow anyone to get a benefit and to appropriate to himself that which had been 

produced by labour and skill of another, because basic principle is that no man shall 

steal what belongs to another and this was the reason that the question of copyright 

began to agitate the minds of authors of texts when printing press came into existence. 

The notion that an author should have an exclusive "copyright" in his creation took 

firm shape at the beginning of the eighteenth century. It derived from a confusion 

earlier strains and there was still a major evolutionary conflict to come before it 

modern form was finally fixed.  

 
3 W.r. Cornish, intellectual property rights, copyrights, trademarks and allied rights, sweet and 

maxwell, london, 1989, p.43. 
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From their early years of the first copying industry  printing a pattern of exploitation 

had been developing: an entrepreneur, whose calling was typically that of “Stationer”, 

became the principal risk taker; he acquired the work from its author (if he was not 

reprinting a classic) and organized its printing and sale. The stationers (forefathers of 

the modern publisher) were the chiefproponents of exclusive rights against copiers. 

Certainly their own practices their guild rules and the terms on which they dealt with 

authors - insisted upon this exclusivity; their regime for “insiders” became a source of 

trade customs from which general rights against “outsiders” might be distilled. In this 

objective the stationers found an ally in the crown. In 1534 they secured protection 

against the importation of foreign books; and in 1556, Mary, with her acute concern 

about religious opposition, granted the stationer’s company a charter. This gave a 

power, in addition to the usual supervisory authority over the craft, to search out and 

destroy books printed in contravention of statute or proclamation. The company was 

thus enabled to organize what was in effect a licensing system by requiring lawfully 

printed books to be entered in its register.  

The right to make an entry was confined to company members, this being germane to 

the very purpose of charter. The system of control was equally satisfying to Elizabeth 

and her stuart successors, who supervised it through the star chamber and the heads of 

the established church. Governments determined to censor heterodoxy made concert 

with the established order of the publishing trade. The royal predilection for granting 

special privileges might interfere with the interests of the stationers. Not only was sole 

privilege to print Bibles, prayer books and laws claimed under the royal prerogative; 

much wider privileges - not confined to particular, or even new works - were also 

granted by letter patent. In the long term, it was not the fact of individual grants which 

mattered, but their cumulative effect. For they might bear the inference that, as with 

exclusive rights in technical inventions, it needed special authority from the crown to 

secure legal protection against imitators. 

NATURE OF COPYRIGHT 
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‘Copyright’ is the term used to describe the area of intellectual property law that 

regulates the creation and use that is made of a range of cultural goods such as books, 

songs, films, paintings, computer programs etc. The object of copyright law is to 

protect the author of the copyright work from an unlawful reproduction or 

exploitation of his works by others. One of the constant themes in the history of 

copyright law is that it has been influenced by foreign and international treaties and 

developments. There are a number of international treaties that impact upon copyright 

law. Berne Convention and Universal Copyright Convention are two Conventions that 

lay down minimum standards for copyright protection and provide for reciprocity of 

protection between those countries which have ratified the conventions. At the present 

time, each convention has a significant numbers (Berne has well over 100) and many 

countries, including India, have ratified both conventions. The Berne copyright 

convention is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization and the 

UCC by UNESCO, the United nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Orqanization. The Berne copyright convention dates from 1886 and has European 

origins. 

1.1 COPYRIGHT DEMANDING SITUATIONS TO ON-LINE CARRIER 

CARRIERS 

The issue of piracy is one of the most arguable issues inside the without boundaries 

our on-line world and infringement it's miles submitted may be direct or contributory. 

Of direction, it is simple to determine infringement of a included work inside the 

physical international. however, in the digital surroundings it's far a especially 

controversial difficulty and a very difficult problem to prove that a replica has been 

made which exists within the virtual shape and is infringing the first sort of caching 

entails the copying of record that is currently displayed at the screen of the private pc 

even as the user is surfing the web.2 the second type is in which a non-public pc no 

longer handiest makes a duplicate of the files that are presently being displayed, but 

additionally temporally keeps copies of files which are reviewed by way of the 

consumer within the beyond. whilst the pc gets a request for the files, which had been 
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previously viewed, it's going to bring up the cached replica rather than retrieve the 

documents from the net. within the 0.33 form of caching, as opposed to storing the 

fabric on the non-public computer, the files are stored with the aid of an internet 

provider provider (ISP) or through the operator on the website. while the consumer 

requests an internet page, the ISP checks if the documents are already stored in his 

machine and if he has saved it, the server sends this cached copy of the documents to 

the browser.4 however, there are several disadvantages of caching specifically; the 

user may not be capable of view the cutting-edge reproduction of the asked website 

even if the internet site proprietor has already updated the information; caching can 

motive harm to a domain’s popularity and can additionally lessen advertising; where 

the internet site owner on being knowledgeable removes infringing or objectionable 

material, but the ISP blind to the occasions may additionally hold distributing the 

same; additionally by way of caching the internet site proprietor may additionally loss 

manage over get entry to  records at a domain. but arguments of performance, quicker 

get entry to, monetary internet being a public area are in choose of the procedure of 

caching4.  

1.2 PROVING PATENT INFRINGEMENT IN CYBER AREA 

A Patent infringement is in no way assumed, on the askance of the patentee; it needs 

to be set up before a court docket of law, underneath the Patents Act, 1970. A 

registered owner of a patent and registered specific licensee can record a fit for patent 

infringement. An unique license holder can participate in the lawsuits in opposition to 

infringement below Patents Act, 1970.seventy six An assignee can sue after the 

application for registration has been filed in his desire. He cannot sue for an 

infringement that passed off prior to mission.  

 

1.3 COPYRIGHT SAFETY TO SOFTWARE 

 
4 edwin c. Hettinger, “justifying intellectual property”, philosophy & public affairs, 1989, vol. 18, no. 

1, blackwell publishing, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2265190 accessed on 2nd june, 2015. 
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The software enterprise is one of the quickest growing industries because the last 

region of a century. it is a low-value, intellect-intensive industry, with low barriers to 

entry. they're commercialized one at a time from the computer hardware. whilst 

included in a floppy disc, difficult disc of a pc or a CD-ROM, the object known as 

software is the series of instructions that operates the pc. although the floppy disc, the 

CD-ROM and the hard disc are every tangible commodities, which will be sold and 

offered, the software embedded in these media are intangible and fall into a totally 

different category. however, because of its nature, software program cannot be dealt 

with on the equal footing as different conventional goods. whilst an item of software 

program is sold, the owner of the software does now not complete a sale inside the 

conventional sense. as a substitute, he assigns or licenses a number of his rights inside 

the software in favour of the consumer. The rights assigned could be very unique in 

their scope, indicating truely to the client the moves that he/she is permitted to 

perform in relation to the software. due to the fact software may be copied efficiently 

at no cost, some means of limiting the unfastened copying and redistribution of 

software paintings is vital to hold an investment in a software product thru an 

appropriate gadget.  

Copyright is the most common method to shield computer programmes due to the fact 

writing of a code is just like any form of literary paintings, while the criterion for the 

grant of copyright protection is significantly less stringent; the safety to be had via 

copyright is significantly much less. computer programmes are at risk of copyright 

infringement and cutting-edge era facilitates no longer most effective piracy of 

computer programmes, but also easy copying of the entire programme code.50 

inventions in computer hardware, device, useful components, devices, and so forth. 

are normally blanketed via patents, wherein case the overall standards of patentability 

are being implemented, viz., novelty, non obviousness and value. but, protection of 

computer software program, that is typically a mathematical method or algorithm, 

falls in a separate class. There are essential reasons for choosing copyright protection 

for pc software program. Copyright protects the expression (form) of an concept and 
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now not the idea itself. It can not be used to protect a manner, procedure, and gadget, 

technique of operation, idea, precept or discovery5. 

1.4 ROLE OF INTERMEDIARIES IN COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS AND 

DEMANDING SITUATIONS IN INDIA 

The Indian government offers intermediaries a conditional safe harbour beneath the 

IT Act, 2000 and the facts era (Intermediaries tips) policies 2011 (“middleman 

regulation”). this is much like the safe harbour regulations of the european Union. 

section 79 of the IT Act provides that an intermediary isn't always answerable for any 

1/3-party content hosted/made available via such middleman The requirement ‘to act’ 

caused a great deal speculation inside the enterprise as it became not clear what 

constituted suitable action. The authorities posted a rationalization in March 2013 

which stated that the middleman is needed to reply to or renowned a grievance 

concerning any prohibited records and “provoke suitable motion as in step with 

regulation” inside 36 hours of receiving the criticism/complaint.  

The immunities are now to be had to an intermediary which has been described 

underneath section 2(w). segment 2(w) has also been amended and now gives an 

expansive and comprehensive definition of intermediaries. The term intermediary 

now include telecom carrier providers, net service providers, web  hosting carrier 

carriers, search engines like google, on-line payment web sites, on line public sale 

web sites, on-line market places and cyber cafes. it may also be inferred that there is 

hardly any legislation at the difficulty which extends immunity from legal 

responsibility to this type of extensive magnificence of intermediaries. In reality, the 

quantity of immunity to be had to intermediaries together with search engines, cyber 

cafes is substantially disputed in lots of jurisdictions such as the us and the european, 

and has been a subject of judicial deliberation. through offering any such wide 

definition to the term ‘middleman’, the supply of immunities to such categories of 

 
5 ‘intellectual property law: some legacies of history’, retrieved from http://ecohist.history.ox.ac.uk 

/readings/ ip/david1 doc accessed on 31st march, 2015 
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intermediaries in India is mounted with the aid of the statute itself, thereby leaving no 

room for judicial vagaries6. 

1.5 COPYRIGHT PROBLEMS WITHIN THE GENERATION ITSELF 

In case it's far proved that transmitted materials are copies, then, it's far vital to 

consider viable infringements which may occur inside the very roots of the net 

technology. in order for the internet to perform effectively, without long periods of 

lag, it's far necessary to apply a method called caching, which includes retaining a 

duplicate of a piece at a local source (either inside an person person's computer or on 

the carrier provider degree) so that it may be retrieved more effortlessly within the 

destiny. assume, as an instance, that a person is surfing the sector wide web. He visits 

a domain in short, after which actions on to other web sites, in a continuation of his 

browse. If that individual must decide after touring, say 5 extra web sites that he 

wanted to return to the authentic website, he ought to browse backward and it would 

reappear on his screen nearly right now, instead of taking a long time to connect with 

the net document Server wherein the record is stored.  

This increased pace of retrieval is made feasible by means of the reality that, upon the 

primary visit to the website, the consumer's computer, and/or perhaps the provider 

issuer stored a "copy" of the web page. while the person attempts to return to the web 

site, consequently, it most effective has to look as a ways because the memory bank 

of its own pc or provider company, instead of having to transport across the internet to 

discover the original source. without this caching capability, the congestion at the 

internet (which many users already locate to be at intolerably high stages) would be 

significantly elevated. With the capability, in some respects, the very essence of the 

way in which the gadget works correctly relies upon an infringement of copyrights, as 

an extra reproduction of a work is stored at a local level7.  

 

 
6 ibid. 
7 supra note 21 at p.45. 
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1.6 JUDICIAL DECISIONS   

Within the case of Yahoo Inc. v. Akash Arora8, In this example, the plaintiff filed a 

healthy in opposition to the defendants looking for for a decree of everlasting 

injunction restraining the defendants from working any business and/or selling, 

providing for sale, advertising and marketing and in any manner dealing in any 

offerings or items on the internet or in any other case underneath the trademark/area 

call ‘Yahooindia.Com’ or every other mark/area name that's same with or deceptively 

similar to the plaintiff's trademark ‘Yahoo!’ The defendant argued that the 

trademark/domain name ‘Yahoo!’ of the plaintiff is not registered in India and 

therefore, there can not be an action for infringement of the registered mark. 162 It 

became similarly argued that there couldn't be any motion of passing off as the 

offerings rendered each through the plaintiff and the defendants can't be said to be 

items in the which means of the Indian alternate and products Act, 1958. The 

defendant additionally contended that the word “Yahoo!” is a popular dictionary 

phrase and is not vented and, consequently, it could not have obtained any area of 

expertise and for the reason that defendants have been using disclaimer, there could 

be no threat of any deception and thus, no movement of passing of is maintainable 

against the defendants. 

CONCLUSION  

The expression “cyberspace” relating to the operation of the internet was taken so 

severely by using a few “netizen” ideologues and activists that they have got long 

gone to this point as to say that it paperwork area outside our “conventional” global 

and, as such, it ought to be the area of whole freedom wherein country wide legal 

guidelines and international treaties do not have something to do. there's not anything 

out of doors our “conventional” world; all the computer systems from in which 

included materials are uploaded and into which they're downloaded, all of the 

conversation facilities vital for online communique, all of the people who operate the 

 
8 1999 iiad delhi 229 
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device, all folks who gain loads via contributing to the use included works and other 

productions (quite frequently illegally), and all the proprietors of rights who may 

additionally lose loads may be discovered in a single us or in every other9.but, 

intellectual belongings proprietors have to make difficult selections approximately a 

way to allocate sources to identify and prevent infringement. furthermore, some of the 

most common internet infringements worried an-prepared web sites dedicated to 

numerous components of popular culture, intellectual belongings proprietors may 

additionally hazard alienating their consumers and/or growing a probable public 

relations backlash by too aggressively protective intellectual property rights. 
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